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Accomplished professional with extensive experience in various industries in regards 
to valuation, asset management, marketing, office administration, and training. 
Record of analytical research and assessments that positively impacted profitability 
and shareholder value in the financial industry despite market declines.

EXPERIENCE

Foreclosure Analyst
ABC Corporation - 2011 – 2013

 Successfully ensured that the foreclosure process was completed 
accurately in adherence to mandatory state and investor timelines.

 Performed due diligence on loan documentation and appraisal reports
to ensure accuracy and compliance.

 Ensured documentation of foreclosure resale process was properly 
input into all relevant company and client systems.

 Identified process gaps, possible trending errors, and process 
inefficiencies.

 Compiled and presented comprehensive reports of findings to 
appropriate management.

 Head Trainer, trained new staff on company systems and analysis of 
property timelines on a state-by-state basis.

 Learned foreclosure procedures and laws for all 10+ states handled 
by department (versus 2-3 states average).

Foreclosure Analyst 
Delta Corporation - 1993 – 1998

 Ensured foreclosures within four states were processed correctly and 
on schedule.

 Shipping and Receiving, Dicks Sporting Goods 25 Oct 2005 - 28 Jan 
2006 Responsible for unloading, loading, and stocking of stores 
merchandise.

 Worked with realtors to assist in FNMA short sales &amp; traditional 
real estate transactions &amp; correctly calculated property values to
determine .

 Initiated daily morning meeting on guideline changes and circulated 
to foreclosure team, increasing efficiencies Ranked consistently in top
five of .

 Train new employees on case entry Process files for attorney review 
Answer multiple line phones Follow up on and re-start specific files for
attorney .

 Quality Auditing Associates Conducted Interviews for new hires 
Trained and mentored new hires Managed correspondence associated
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with the Office of .
 Special Projects Created a percentage sheet to determine the number

of loans that needed to be auditing.

EDUCATION

 Associate Of Arts

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Adobe Creative Suite, PC Repair, Salesforce, AS400.
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